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Day of Year 

 

Day 294 (10/21/19) 

Status Summary: 

 

OVIRS, OTES, and OCAMS are powered on. OD193 is on board. M8R executed nominally 

yesterday. The OVIRS alarm reported last Friday (DOY 291) cleared with power-cycling as 

expected. 

 

Most of the OCAMS images from the Kingfisher site and the preceding “bonus” topo 

observations of Osprey have been received on the ground. The remaining OCAMS images, 

including for the subsequent bonus observation of DL08, are expected to come down tomorrow. 

OTES downlink from the Kingfisher flyover activity is expected to complete by Thursday (24 

October, DOY 297). OVIRS data from Kingfisher itself are expected to be fully downlinked by 

Saturday (26 October, DOY 299), but the subsequent bonus DL08 data may not make it down 

before the Nightingale flyover, meaning that it will be deprioritized until those data have 

downlinked next week. See the slides for detailed downlink forecast. 

 

A gap of 24 frames was noted in OCAMS images from DOY 292, manifesting as lines missing 

from images. A retransmit request has been submitted. A replay is underway for some of the 

gaps in DOY 292 Topo1 and Sampleability data. 

 

Bashar Rizk showed OCAMS images from the weekend’s Kingfisher flyover activity, 

demonstrating that the missing lines would not preclude science or site selection deliverables if 

they could not be filled. Dathon Golish showed the sampleability images of Kingfisher, which 

look similar to those of the other sites so far. The southern “Mickey Mouse ear” adjacent to the 

site does seem to show unresolved material, but rocks >10 cm are also present. 

 

Looking ahead: Criticality-2 OpNavs are expected Wednesday and Friday (23 and 25 October, 

DOY 296 and 298) to reconstruct maneuvers M9R (Tuesday) and M10R (Thursday), which will 

put the spacecraft on course for the final flyover of Recon A, targeting Nightingale (Saturday). 

We will continue to collect OpNavs and ride-along particle monitoring images on the same 

cadence as we have used throughout this phase. 

 



We will kick off WOY 48 in the SOPG tomorrow. Downlink tag-ups will return to a MWF 

cadence starting Monday 4 November (DOY 308).  

 

Day 295 (10/22/19) 

Status Summary: 

 

OVIRS, OTES, and OCAMS are powered on. M9R executed nominally today. 

 

A higher data volume than anticipated was downlinked today. The OCAMS partition is about 

5% full and will empty tomorrow, along with the OTES partition. All OVIRS data from last 

week (including the DL08 bonus observations) is now expected to downlink ahead of the 

Nightingale flyover activity. 

 

We are still attempting to fill gaps from DOY 292. However, if these gaps are related to an MBE 

experienced by the OCAMS partition, it may not be possible to fully recover them. 

 

The PI reported that prime and context imaging from Recon A is giving us a sense of the variety 

of terrain and material associated with previously unresolved areas on the asteroid surface. This 

information will help to inform sample site selection. 

 

Looking ahead: Criticality-2 OpNavs are expected Wednesday and Friday (23 and 25 October, 

DOY 296 and 298) to reconstruct maneuvers M9R (Tuesday) and M10R (Thursday), which will 

put the spacecraft on course for the final flyover of Recon A, targeting Nightingale (Saturday). 

Otherwise, we will continue to collect OpNavs and ride-along particle monitoring images. Day 

296 (10/23/19) 

Status Summary: 

 

OVIRS, OTES, and OCAMS are powered on. The criticality-2 OpNavs expected today were 

received without incident, and the team is designing the late update for M10R, executing 

tomorrow. 

 



All site-specific data for Kingfisher (including OVIRS) have now been received. See the slides 

for a detailed downlink forecast for the remaining (context and house-keeping) data, all of which 

is expected to be down by the end of the pass on Friday. 

 

Efforts are underway to recover some of the OCAMS data affected by the MBE. Errors such as 

invalid image and packet IDs in data that have been received are expected to be resolvable. 

However, we do not anticipate recovering the data (24 frames) for which we unsuccessfully 

attempted a retransmit, which represents about half of the data affected by the MBE. These 

unrecoverable data gaps manifest as missing lines in OCAMS images. 

 

A new ISA (11980) regarding the absence of two-way tracking after M3R has been opened. 

 

Looking ahead: M10R tomorrow (Thursday 24 October, DOY 297) will put the spacecraft on 

course for the final flyover of Recon A, targeting Nightingale (Saturday 26 October, DOY 299). 

Criticality-2 OpNavs are expected Friday (25 October, DOY 298) to reconstruct this maneuver 

and inform the late update for the science activity. There will be a Science Weekly tomorrow at 

10 AM Tucson time. Tomorrow’s downlink tag-up is canceled. Day 298 (10/25/19) 

Status Summary: 

 

OVIRS, OTES, and OCAMS are powered on. OD195 is on board. M10R executed nominally 

yesterday. 

 

All data expected today have been received without incident. All data from the Kingfisher 

flyover (including context observations) are now down. The partitions are empty. Efforts are 

underway to recover the missing and misaligned lines in OCAMS images from the Kingfisher 

activity, but we do not expect to be able to fill them all in. 

 

ISA 11196 (TAGCAMS aliveness) has been closed. ISA 12047 (single corrupted TAGCAMS 

image) has been opened. See the slides for details. 

 

Amy Simon showed a preview of OVIRS data for Kingfisher. The detector was warm (111 K), 

but the data still look very good. A full out-brief will be given at the Science Weekly next week. 

 



Looking ahead: Tomorrow (Saturday 26 October, DOY 299), the spacecraft will execute the 

final flyover of Recon A, targeting Nightingale and context observations. See the slides for the 

observational footprints and data downlink forecast. All data from this activity are expected to be 

down by the end of the pass on Wednesday (30 October, DOY 102). The Nightingale activity 

will be followed by M11R on Sunday and, next week, maneuvers to transition to Orbital R. Next 

week’s observations will be OpNavs and ride-along particle monitoring only. 


